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Rambler Rallies started in 2021 with the The Lap 
The Lake Rally Presented By Hagerty.  What was 
supposed to be two friends driving around Lake 
Michigan in old british cars quickly grew to a full 

flagged event with 49 teams from 6 states.  

We are excited to expand to 2 additional markets 
with new events for 2022! Our mission is to 

produce;

“Rallies for the Rest of Us” 
So many road rallies cater to the high end collector 
and supercar crowd, we want to get everyone else 

who loves cars to come out on the road with us.

We hope you enjoy your drive as we take spirited 
jaunt around Arizona on some of the most scenic 

winding roads in the west! 

This preliminary info guide is here to give you a 
better idea of our itinerary, the Official Rally Guide 

will be distributed at the event start on 
November 14.

About Our Events



Kicking off in Phoenix, AZ we will are excited 
to spend 5 days winding around the 
backroads and scenic highways of Arizona as 
we make a loop around and through the 
Northern Arizona.

Our planned routes have no shortage of 
scenic lookouts, switchbacks, quaint towns, 
evening activities, and so much more! It will 
be a fantastic week of driving and fun with 
friends new and old.

We look forward to exploring the Grand 
Canyon State with you!

2022 Highlights



Depart: Phoenix, AZ
Pit Stop: Jerome, AZ
Finish: Sedona, AZ
Distance: 120 Miles

Kicking off at the Gateway Classic Cars 
Showroom, registration opens at 9am. 

Upon checking in and getting your swag we will 
have a brief drivers meeting befor hitting the 
road for Sedona!

Enjoy a beautiful drive our first day as we head 
north, stopping to check out Jerome, AZ along 
the way!

Day 1 - November 14, 2022



Day 2 - November 15, 2022
Depart: Sedona, AZ
Daily Activity: Grand Canyon South Rim
Finish: Grand Canyon Village, AZ
Distance:

We continue with Day 2 by heading to one of the 
7 wonders of the world: The Grand Canyon!

Heading to the Grand Canyon Visitors Center 
you’ll have time to explore the park and it’s 
many offerings throughout the day.

That evening we will be staying in nearby Grand 
Canyon Village so you can maximize your time at 
the park.



Day 3 - November 16, 2022
Depart: Grand Canyon Village
Pit Stop: Horseshoe Bend
Finish: Page, AZ
Distance: 150 Miles

From the Grand Canyon we head north, stopping 
off at a fantastic photo opportunity: Horseshoe 
Bend! Note from the parking lot to the scenic 
lookout is 1.5 miles round trip, so pack your 
hiking boots!

Continuing on from Horseshoe Bend we will 
finish the day on the shores of Lake Powell in 
Page, AZ



Day 4 - November 17, 2022

Depart: Page, AZ
Finish: Flagstaff, AZ
Distance: 150 Mi

Leaving the shores of Lake Powell we head south 
to Flagstaff AZ. Once a bustling stop on Route 
66, it now is a bustling city in its own right. 

If you are feeling adventurous opt for a slight 
detour onto the Scenic Schultz Pass Road on 
your way into town

Enjoy the night sky at the Lowell Observatory, 
admission for two adults is included in your 
entry fee to the rally.



Day 5 - November 18, 2022
Depart: Flagstaff, AZ
Pit Stop: Payson, AZ
Finish: Phoenix AZ
Distance: 

After a fun evening of stargazing at Lowell 
Observatory, we make our way back to Phoenix.

Our drive will take us on winding roads through 
the Coconocio National forest and the Tonto 
National Forest.

Upon arriving in Phoenix we will gather for one 
last evening together before heading our 
separate ways!



We would love to hear from you!

Contact:

Graham Sauser

graham@ramblerrallies.com

312-682-1321

QUESTIONS? IDEAS?


